
6TH GRADE SUPPLY LIST 2022-23
O’Rourke Middle School

Dear 2022-23 Sixth Grade Parents and Students:

Welcome to O’Rourke Middle School! We hope you are looking forward to beginning sixth grade. We have been

working very hard to prepare for the opening of the new school year.

The O’Rourke Middle School will be providing an assignment/agenda book for all middle school students. Students

will be expected to use it throughout the year to record assignments. Below is an initial list of supplies. Individual

teachers will request additional supplies on the first day of class, (i.e. binders or notebooks). We encourage you not to

purchase Trapper Keeper notebooks since there will not be access to desks or lockers for storage. We also recommend

purchasing plastic pocket folders for each class since they are more durable than other styles of folders. A book
bag/backpack will also be needed. This will be kept in the homeroom lockers throughout the day. Please do not
purchase oversized bags or bags with wheels because they will not fit in lockers. Remember to label all supplies

with your first and last name and homeroom.

Your child may or may not have an assigned locker in the homeroom. If they do, one lock will be provided for their
use. Additionally, all students will be issued a lock for their PE locker. Please note both locks are the property of the
school district and will be collected at the end of the school year. If a lock is misplaced, a replacement may be purchased
through the Main O�ce for $5.

Students will be required to use a drawstring-style cinch bag to carry their school-issued chromebook computer and
help keep their Chromebooks protected. Students can purchase a Sport-Tek® cinch bag from the middle school for $10.
The Sport-Tek cinch bag is very durable and will have a custom logo.

We look forward to seeing you in September and hope you enjoy the rest of the summer.

Sincerely,

The Sixth Grade Teachers

Class Specific Supplies:

English Literature/Reading Math Science Social Studies

yellow pocket folder* red pocket folder * blue pocket folder * green  pocket folder * purple pocket folder*

yellow one-subject

notebook

Your math teacher

will let you know

what other supplies

are needed.

Your science teacher

will let you know

what other supplies

are needed.

* - Plastic folders are recommended and will last longer.

General Supplies:

An inexpensive set of

earbuds/headphones

Four- 12-pack

boxes of sharpened

pencils- will need

to be replenished

Pencil pouch

(not a box)

2 glue sticks

Colored pencils One pair of scissors One fine line black

Sharpie

Recommended-Texas

Instruments TI-30XIIS

Calculator


